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A STUDY OF TWO NESTS OF THE OVENBIRD. 

BY MARGARET MORSE NICE. 

8•iuru• auroca1•ill• is •e most ab•t of •e elev• sp•ies 
of w•ble• •t nest at G•y •, Pelham, M•ch•et•. 
It • we• •m%ut• •ough a• •e w•, bo• hard woo• and 
w• p• and hemlock. 

T• 8•gs. The flight song • h•rd •efly la• in •e day and 
after s•do•, but on several o•io• I •ve •cord• it • the 
mo•t 10.40 x July 8, at 10.• J•y 9, at 10.52 J•y 11, and 
at 9.15 July 19. •e last •ght son• were heard July 24, 1925, 
J•y 19, 1927, July 23, 19• and J•y 24, 1929. In 1927 it was also 
nord Au•st 19, 22, •d 26, •d • 19• Aunt 4 and 9. 

•e tenor song • •ven co•fiy •ugh J•e and after •at 
• dlm;nis•g •1 •fil mid J•y. The last son• have b•n 
no• J•y 15, 1921, J•y 17, 1925, July 14, 1927 (except for a s•gle 
•nce J•y 27), and July 20, 19•. Al•ough I •ve Hs•ned 
•y d•g • s•o• for a r•d•cence of •s song in 
Au•st, I •ve never h•d it. 

•s song is not •ven stea•y•ut • sudden b• of •i•m. 
N•e• of son• • what •t •e • complete seH• have 
mng• •om 16 to • • bo• M•ch•et• •d OMo, •ut any 
•aller n•ber may occ•. A b•d may •g for 9 •utes or so 
at a time, but •ua•y his outb•t is sho•r. As to •e •rva• 
be•n se•es and •e n•m of so• •ven •r ho•, I have 
f• da•, s•ce bo• •e n• I wa•h• were so •la• •t •e 
•1• •d pmcfi•y •as• s•g. • J•e 15, 19• • Black 
• w• e•t of Co]•b•, Ohio an Ov•b•d •ve 9 song se• 
at •e fo•o•g •es be•n 7.37 and 10.37: 7.•, 8.11, 8.35, 
8.55 (19 mn•), 9.30 (24 •)• 9.37 (16 son•), 9.47 (18 son•), 
10.• (few), 10.25 (few). In •e ho• be•n 8.50 and 9.50 77 
•n• were uttered • 4 se•. 

•e l•g• of •dual so• v•es co•iderably; •e •o•t 
•t I have t• las• 1.3 s•n•, •e longest 4.2 secon&, 
from •e •me b•d in succ•g se•. The •terv•s be•een 
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beg•nnlngs of songs may or may not be fairly regular. A Pelham 
Ovenbird July 5 at 6.30 A.M. sang with the following intervals 
between every other song as measured by stop watch: 28, 27, 26, 
23, 48, 25, 24.5, 27.5, 25.3, 21.7; average 27.6 seconds. Four song 
series of three different birds at Grey Rocks June 23 between 10.30 
and 11.00 gave varying results. The first showed the longest 
intervals: 36, 28, 31.5, 33, 33.5, 26, 30, 36, 33; average 31 seconds. 
The second bird sang at much shorter intervals with one exception: 
18.5, 20.2, 20, 38, 18.7, 21.5, 22.5, 20, 20, 23, 17.5; average 21.8 
seconds. The intervals in the first series of the third bird were 

uniformly short: 22, 24, 24.5, 23, 22, 23, 21, 18, 23.2, 23.5, 19, 
22.7; average 22.2 seconds. In his other series I noted the length 
of each alternate song as well as the intervals, the length being 
shown in parentheses: 14, (2.2) 15, (2.2) 17, (2.9) 14, (1.3) 14.5, 
(2.7) 19.5, (3.2) 19.8, (2.8) 20.2, (2.8) 18.4, (2.7) 14, (2) 19.7, (3) 18; 
average 17 seconds. 

Nesting Data. Five nests of this species have been found by 
us in Pelham: 4 eggs June 14, 1925; 3 eggs July 7-14, 1927; 2 newly 
l•ched young July 11, 1927; 3 half grown young and an egg 
July 18, 1921; 2 newly hatched young and an egg July 16, 1928. 
These sets are smaller than those given in the books, where 5 or 6 
eggs are often mentioned. 

The second nest was in an unusual situation--an open space in 
a brook valley; since the bird had built in the usual Ovenbird 
manner with dead materials gathered in the vicinity, the dome of 
dead leaves and grasses among green leaves and grass was strik- 
ingly conspicuous; it was robbed by some animal before the eggs 
hatched. The third and fifth nests, which axe the subjects of this 
study, were typical structures of dead leaves and white pine needles 
in woodland where they harmonized well with their surroundings. 

Chronicle of the 19•7 Nest. On July 11 as I was walking through 
the woods, I heard violent scolding and saw an Ovenbird on a 
branch with an insect in his bill; ten feet from me was the nest and 
beside it the mother staring up at me absolutely motionless. Inside 
were two very small young, blind and naked except for a little down. 
I retired to a partly concealed spot 20 feet away, but the commotion 
kept up unabated, assisted by neighbors of five different species. 
The female rather mildly drove off another pair of Ovenbirds, 
but paid no attention to the other birds. 



Fi•tecn minutes after my arrival, the male with an insect in his 
bill descended to the ground, ttew up again, scolded and scolded 
with the char•tic raising of the crest and jerking of the tail; 
then descended again and ran along the ground towards the nest 
still objecting. The female became frantic with alarm, apparently 
warning her mate from such rash conduct. He reconsidered, flew 
up above the nest, ate his insect and devoted himself to protests 
at the rate of 77 tchucks a minute. 

After a h•lf hour's wait, seeing that my situation was untenable, 
at 9.48 1 moved to a scat 40 feet away across the brook behind a 
small hop hornbeam; at once the chorus of objections died down 
and in two minutes the mother went to the young to brood them. 
At 10.00 the male came to the nest on a runway from the south; the 
female slipped out and stood quietly waiting; he fed a large insect 
and then ttew up to a branch above while she returned to brood. 
After chipping a few times he disappeared. The female brooded for 
33 minutes and then left wall•ing to the south. Seventeen 
later she returned with a sizeable meal, fed, inspected and brooded 
for 38 minutes. The male appeared with a caterpillar, started 
run towards the nest, lost confidence and flew up on a branch; in 
a minute or two he disappeared. After an absence of 24 minutes 
his mate returned with food and resumed brooding. 

In the afternoon from 3.33 to 5.33 the male failed to appear at 
all, while the female fed twice and brooded twice. The f•st brood- 
ing was.pe•d•, for, after she had been on the nest for 17 mintes, 
she peered out, slowly stepped out and, turning around, stood 
perfectly still by the entrance; after 10 minutes of this quiet watch 
she went in again and brooded 14 mlnute• longer. 

On July 12 from 8.00 to 12.00 the female fed six times and the 
male once. She brooded after five of the feedings, but after one 
she sat, puffed out and content, for 22 minutes upon a bush a few 
feet from the nest. There was the most extraordlna• regularity 
in her visits this morning; in one case the intervals between fecd- 
ings was 36 mlm•tes, but in the other four it was exactly 48. 

In the afternoon from 2.45 to 4.45, she fed three times, one 
interval being 47 minutes, the other 69. After the f•st feeding she 
walked away instead of brooding or watching; after the second she 
•rooded for 46 m•nutes•the longest time I recorded,--but after 
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the third she again walked away although a great storm was 
threatening. 

The mornings of the next two days showed the same general 
features as beforeslong intervals between feedings and only mild 
interest on the part of the male. On July 13 the female brooded 13 
and 44 minutes after her two feedings, but on the 14th she brooded 
9 minutes after the first meal, 6 minutes followed by a watch of 
17 minutes on a nearby bush after the second meal, and walked 
away after the last two feedings. The male (who, despite the 
statement of most books to the contrary, was noticeably brighter 
on the back and crown than his mate) had been an almost negli- 
gible factor in the family economy. He had given one meal each 
morning on the 11th, 12th and 13th, and two meals on the 14th; 
on the afternoon of the 12th he had accompanied his mate on one 
of her journeys to the nest. He had done no watching and almost 
no proclaiming of territory. 

The afternoon of the 14th showed a number of changes. The 
female gave up brooding (not even watching during this session); 
she fed once every 39 minutes instead of once every 54 which had 
been the average up till now. The male, wonderful to relate, brought 
4 meals, thus feeding once in 44 minutes in contrast to his former 
record of once in 201 minutes; he also watched for the first time, 
once for 11 minutes, later for 16. 

During the next two days the male fed even more than his mate, 
16 times to her 11 in 9 hours of observation. He watched only 
twice--for two minutes on the 15th and 17 on the 10th. She, on 
the other hand, watched 6, 16, 20, 0, and 8 minutes after her 5 
feedings on July 15, and 10, 10, 10, 0 and 16 minutes after the 5 the 
following morning, but leaving directly after the single meal she 
brought during the afternoon session. The parents now spent a 
much shorter time in delivering each meal than formerly; instead 
of standing there for about two minutes they usually finished with 
a feeding quickly. 

Although the female did not mind my scrutiny when she was at 
the nest, twice when I happened to catch sight of her on her 
secretive journeys to her home, she froze instantly, once standing 
motionless for four minutes except for two,momentary jabs at 
passing insects, until finally reassured by my putting away the 
glasses and retiring as much as possible behind my meagre cover. 
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On July 17 as I was nearing the nest I heard loud objections and 
there was mother with her crest and tall up, walking in much agita- 
tion up and down a branch and uttering 150/c]/•c/• a minute. I 
went directly to the nest and found it empty. On a chance I 
returned to my seat and everything at once calmed down; soon it 
was evident that one little bird was only a yard from the nest and 
that the other was 30 feet off in the ferns, the female caring for the 
first, the male the second. Each fed its charge three times in two 
hours, the f•rst baby in the meantime travelling a considerable 
distance. 

When I went to the ferns, the male protested mildly and left. 
All at once I heard a shr/11 peep peep p•ep; I followed the sound and 
found the baby sitting on a dead branch and looking like a little 
brown leaf. The crop of long down on top of his feathers gave him 
a very odd appearance. He could not have flown, but his legs 
were strong. I gently picked him up, and in a minute he went to 
sleep in my hand. 

A loud tch{p was uttered by the male who appeared with a cat- 
erpillar, but to my surprise he simply left with no more demonstra- 
tion of ahrm. A mosquito started to bite the little bird near the 
tail, he preened in that direction; the mosquito tried again higher 
up, the bird preened there. The insect flew near the baby's bill and 
the little fellow pecked at it. Another mosquito alighted on his 
wing and sucked itself full of blood, the bird paying no attention to 
it. (I had thought that I saw mo•quito• occasionally hovering in 
front of the nest.) A mosquiW •tarted to bite my hand; I brought 
it before the little bird as a small tidbit, but he did not peck at it 
until it flew. 

The poor little thing was getting very hungry and called and 
called, a high peeF--16 to a mlmlte. He peeped more and more 
insistently on my finger, so I returned him to his twig and went 
back to my old post. He called peep t•eep.peep peep-peep, then 
•ep-2oeep-2oeep and every now and then a shrill heart-rending cry 
that might be rendered bee bee bee. One mlnute's calls were as 
follows (p standing for peep): 

P p-p p-p p p-p p-p-p-p--hee hee hee p p-p p-p p p-p 
P-P P P-P p-p p-p p-p p-pp-p p-p P P-P p-p-p p P P-P-P-p p-p 

The little bird called almost constantly and still there was no 
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sign of a parent. It was time for me to leave; as I went past the 
fern bed, I stepped on a dead branch that snapped; on the instant 
the cries stopped. 

Discussion. The most striking feature of the nest life of these 
birds was its extreme deliberateness--the protracted broodings, 
the very long intervals between feedings and even the slow motions 
of the parents when at the nest. All their actions about their home 
were quiet and unobtrusive, quite different from the jerkiness we 
associate with Ovenbirds. With these birds it was evident that the 

fewness of the meals was compensated for by their extra size--- 
astonishingly large amounts of food being given at each trip. The 
excreta also were very much larger than those of most small birds. 

Table I gives a summary of the nesting activities of the pair. 
The nesting cycle seemed to fall into two periods--the early one 

from July 11 through the morning of July 14, the second from the 
afternoon of the 14th to the end. The early period was character- 
ized by very long intervals between meals, by brooding by the 
female, by little interest on the part of the male. The second 
showed a shortening of the intervals between feedings, the sub- 
stitution of watching for brooding, and greater zeal in feeding on 
the part of the male than the female. 

During the first period the female fed 19 times in 16a• hours or 
once in every 54 minutes; the male fed 5 times or once in every 201 
minutes; both together fed once in 42 minutes. During the later 
period the female fed 19 times in 141• hours or once in 45 minutes 
the male 23 times or once in 37 minutes•nce in 20 minutes for 

both. The female did not change her rate of feeding much; the 
marked difference between the two periods is due to the active part 
taken by the male during the last half of nesting life. 

The intervals between feedings by the female during the early 
period ranged between 36 and 85 minutes, averaging 67.6. During 
the later period they ranged (except for an atypical one of 10 
minutes) between 22 and 70 minutes, averaging 40. The male's 
intervals were as follows: July 14--47, 62, 63; July 15--52, 25, 32, 
21, 37; July 16--27, 28, 60, 29, 16, 34, 30 minutes. 

The regular routine of nest life consisted in a feeding followed 
by brooding or watching in the early period and often by watching 
in the later period, and afterwards a time when the parents deft- 
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nitely left the nesting site, going so far away that visits to the nest 
could safely be made without their knowledge. The periods spent 
away from the nest by the female during the first three and a half 
days varied from 17 to 80 minutes, averaging 34.5; during the last 
two and half days they varied from 14 to 55 minutes and averaged 
36.3. Only once was the absence omitted, when the female on 
July 16 caught a moth from her perch, fed it to the young 10 
minutes after the last meal and resumed her watch for another 10 

minutes. During the early period the female brooded or watched 
after 15 of her 19 feedings, i.e., 79 per cent; during the later period 
she watched after 7 of 16 feedings or 44 per cent. The male 
watched after four of his 25 feedings--16 per cent. 

During the first day the periods of brooding lasted 33, 38, 41, 
and 29 minutes, an average of 35; during the second day they 
lasted 20, 12, 25, 12 and 46 minutes, averaging 25 minutes; on 
July 13, 13 and 44 minutes; on July 14, 9 and 6 minutes. The 
average duration of these 13 complete broodings was 25.7 minutes. 
Two incomplete broodhags bring the total to 364 minutes thus 
spent in the first 16a• hours, or 36.2 per cent of the time. 

There was much variation in the methods of approach and de- 
parture. Only three times was the female visible in the trees before 
she fed; two of these occurred July 15 when the vegetation was very 
wet. Almost always she walked under cover for quite a long dis- 
rance either from the east or west; once she approached from the 
north and once from the southwest. In leaving, she walked away 
to the east and west about equally often, usually passing behind 
the nest, but once in front of it. On July 15 she flew directly to a 
bush after feeding, four other times she flew up to guard after 
walking a few feet (instead of her usual custom of walking to the 
bush and hopping up from branch to branch); only once (July 16) 
did she fly directly away from the nest out of sight--the stimulus 
here might have been the fact that the male had just flown from 
in front of the nest. 

The male's favorite pathway led from the south; 18 times he 
used this route, coming from the west twice and south once. On 
six occasions he appeared in the shrubbery in the vieinlty immedi- 
ately before feeding. I-Ils usual method of departure was to fly 
directly to the west, but eight times he walked away to the west, 
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south and southwest. He left on foot once on the 13th, five times 
on the 14th and twice on the 16th. 

The male was never seen to drive off any other bird, but was 
himself chased by a Hermit Thrush three times when he came to 
feed on July 13. He was heard singing only 12 times--eight 
teacher songs on the 12th, and two on the 13th; on the 14th he gave 
two flight songs. 

(7hron/c/e o• the 19,•8 Nest. The next snmmer a well cencealed 
nest con*,•i,•i,,g three eggs was found July 14 half a mile to the 
west of the one studied in 1927; the female flew off with no special 
demonstration. The next morning at 8.45 the male scolded as I 
approached, while his mate darted off and then turned back, all 
the time in a peculiar attitude with back hunched, wings dragging, 
tail fan-shaped and body feathers putted out; she did not simulate 
lameness, but made herself conspicuous and possibly terrifying to 
a small animal. 

At 7.00 A.M. July 16 two young had hatched. At 7.45 I re- 
turned to watch, taking a position about 20 feet away under a small 
hemlock; fortunately neither parent had known of my visits to the 
nest on this day. At 8.11 I noticed a bird in the large hemlock to 
the south; she flirted her tail but uttered no sound. In three 
minutes she had gone to the nest where she fed a large insect and 
then started to brood. Unfortunately the male felt differently 
about my presence. At 8.27 I began to hear objections--at first 
in a high pitched tchiiu, then with a few •ucks mixed in, at last all 
e•uc/•. He scolded at the rate of 34 to 36 •c•uc/• a minute for 22 

rnlnutes, his rate then falling to 25, to 21 and finally to lõ,when he 
left after a full half hour of protesting. I moved 30 feet from the 
nest to no avail, so finally settled upon a post 25 feet away under 
a spreading hemlock. 

The first period of brooding was longer than any I observed with 
the bird of the previous year, namely 54 rnlnutes. After that the 
female surprised me by the short periods that she stayed away from 
the nest--10 rn{nutes the first time, 8 and 9 the next times, but 32 
the last that morning. Her periods of brooding (after the first) 
lasted 12, 23 and 26 minutes. During four hours in the afternoon 
she brooded from 18 to 48 minutes and stayed away from 12 to 24. 
Once she came out after brooding 14 rn;nutes, stood a half minute 
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in front of the nest, stepped in as if cleaning the nest, and then 
brooded again for 15 minutes. 

The next morning the third egg had hatched. Eight hours 
showed much the same picture as the day before, the female feeding 
11 times and brooding after every meal. She showed some regu- 
larity in her first three periods away from the nest in the morning; 
these intervals were 19, 18.5 and 18 minutes, the last two being 23 
and 15. The male did not come near. 

On July 18 brooding was omitted after two of the six morning 
feedings and after six of the eight afternoon meals. In the morning 
at 10.58 the male was heard scolding for a few minutes to the north. 
At 4.18 he came to the tree above the nest giving a few tchucks, 
then the softer tchip, and finally a new sound something like the 
chlcoree of a Goldfinch only much fainter; he stood there with his 
bill full of food, his crest up, his wings fluttering. His mate sud- 
denly dropped down right in front of the nest--an unprecedented 
manner of approach--and fed the young while the male continued 
to object; she raised her erest as she turned around, the only time 
I saw this sign of agitation in her. The male then protested till 
4.52 on or near the ground a little north of the nest. 

The next day the female was brooding when I arrived at 7.30; 
she left after 8 minutes. She brooded once again in the morning 
for 10 minutes after the 9.52 meal, and was on the nest when I 
arrived at 1.40 in the afternoon. Periods away from the nest 
varied from 13 to 63 minutes. 

As with the 1927 nest, the afternoon of the fourth day showed 
several changes. In both cases the young were fed twice as rapidly 
as they had been before, but this time the improvement was en- 
tirely due to the female since the male did not appear at all. 
There were also other innovations. Instead of always leaving im- 
mediately after feeding as had been her habit when she did not 
brood, on five occasions she browsed about in front of the nest 
catching small insects for herself. Always before this she had 
left on foot; today at 2.38 and 3.10 she flew directly from the nest. 
Instead of always eating the excreta as the 1927 female had done, 
at 2.38 she carried away a sac as she flew. 

On the morning of July 20 1 noticed on the way to the nest that 
big mushrooms had been gnawed by some animal, perhaps a fox. 
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The nest was empty and beside it lay tlve wing feathers. During 
the many hours spent in watching this nest, I had come to regard 
the brave and devoted little mother with admiration and affection, 
so that the disaster brought a sense of personal loss, as well as dis- 
appointment at the cutting short of the study. 

D/&•ua•/o•. A summary of the main features of the four days 
is given in Table H. 

When brooding the bird faced south sitting sidewise to the 
entrance, except on three occasions when she faced north. The 
first day she brooded 62 per cent of the 8 hours, the next day 52 
per cent, the next 25 and the last 5 per cent--37.4 per cent of the 
time during all four days. If only complete periods of brooding are 
considered, there were 8 on the first day lasting from 12 to 54 
minutes and averaging 28.6; on the second 9 periods lasting from 
16 'to 47 minutes and averaging 27.1; on the third day 5 lasting from 
14 to 29 averaging 21.8, while on the last day there was but one of 
10 minutes. The average of all 23 was 27.1 minutes. This figure 
and the percentage of time spent in brooding during the first, 
three and a half days are very much the same with both females. 

With one exception the female always walked some distance to 
the nest; 35 times she came from the south and 17 from the north. 
She left 31 times to the north and 17 to the south. The time spent 
at the nest in feeding was measured by stop watch in 24 cases. 
Seven instances on the first day varied from 50 to 205 seconds 
averaging 90; 9 on the second day ranged from 61 to 120 seconds 
averaging 80; 5 on the third day ranged from 70 to 205 averaging 
126; 3 on the fourth day ranged from 53 to 72 averaging 62. There 
was no watching by the nest as with the other female, but possibly 
this might have appeared later, although this year there were no 
convenient bushes at hand as had been the case the year before. 

Some of the meals this bird brought to her brood were moderate 
in size but others seemed enormous--sizeable moths, great brown 
caterpillars and several other creatures at one trip. During the 
first day intervals between medis ranged from 2•2 to 76 minutes 
averaging 50 minutes; during the second from 28 to 70 minutes, 
averaging 48 minutes; during the third from 7 to 56 minutes, 
averaging 36, during. the fourth from 8 to 48 averaging 22 minutes. 
The average interval during July 16 and 17 was 47 minutes, during 
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July 18 and the morning of July 19 33 minutes, on the afternoon of 
July 19 16.7 minutes. Therefore the feeding during the fourth 
afternoon was twice as rapid as that during the day and a half pre- 
ceding and three times the rate for the first two days. 

The time spent away from the nest during the first three and a 
half days varied from 6 to 62 mlnlltes averaging 22; during the 
last afternoon from 7 to 26 minutes, averaging 14. Since she 
brooded as much as the other bird it was necessary for her to 
shorten her individual absences in order to achieve the large 
amount of feeding necessary; the 1927 female fed once in 50 
minutes during the first four days, this bird once in 35.5 minutes. 

The female of this pair was unusually tame for an Ovenbird, the 
male strikingly timid. Three times during the 32 hours of watching 
he came near and scolde•l; the one time I could see him he had food. 
In 1927 it was not until the afternoon of the fourth day that the 
male took an active interest in his brood, so it is possible that this 
male might have behaved differently during the last half of nest 
life. As for singing, I recorded 80 teacher songs and 7 flight songs; 
all of the latter and 21 of the former were delivered in fairly close 
proximity to the nest, so probably came from the male in question, 
but because of the presence of another pair of Ovenbirds in the 
vicinity, I do not know how many of the other teacher songs were 
given by •.hi• bird. 

Compariso• of Three Nests. Mr. tt. Mousley ('The Auk,' XLIII, 
1926, pp. 184-199) watched a pair of Ovenbirds with two young 
near Hatley, Quebec from July 1 to 8. His birds fed at longer 
intervals than mine, the female brooded longer--once 130 minutes 
--and both were timid. During the first haft of nest life the young 
were fed once in every 44 minutes, during the last once in every 32 
minutes. His male fed as much as the female and sang 215 times 
during the 48 hours of observation. The young left at the age of 8 

The female at my second nest had greater demands upon her 
than the other two females, for she had to assume all the feeding 
of three young, whereas they had the assistance of their mates in 
the care of two young. If we calculate the rate of feeding of each 
nestling, we find during the first half of nest life that Mr. Mousley's 
young birds were each fed once every 88 minutes, each of my 1927 
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brood once every 82 minutes and each Of the 1928 brood once every 
117 minutes. During the last half of nest life each of the Canadian 
nestlings received food once every 64 minutes, each of the two in 
my first nest once every 50 minutes, while during the fourth 
afternoon each of the three in my second nest once every 57 minutes. 
There is evidently something of an adjustment between the rate 
of feeding and the needs of the young. 

It will be interesting to learn of the home life of other ground 
nesting warblers. Do Black and White and Nashville Warblers 
practice the short periods of brooding and rapid succession of 
small meals in vogue with all members of the family so far studied 
except Seiurus aurocapillus? Possibly the nesting habits of other 
members of its genus--the Water-Thrushes--will be found to fol- 
low the slow rhythm of the Ovenbirds. 

156 West Patterson Avenue, 
Columbu*, Ohio. 


